Scorpio Sons 7: Conrad

His mate is a Guild Party-Girl Will she
betray him and his cause? p> Addy was
never interested in her role within the
upper-echelons of the Guild. Why would
she be, when all they considered her good
for was breeding the next generation of her
illustrious line? So shed been rebelling in
her own way all her life, and enjoying
every minute of it. When she contracts a
deadly virus and is stolen from the hospital
where shed been quarantined, Addy starts
to wonder whats really happening to her.
Because a very hot guy with a sexy goatee
and diamond earring has set her blood on
fire. And whats heating up is not the
pureblood she always thought she had. Its
something different. And so is she. On
death row at the age of fifteen, and now
one of the Sons who fights to save the
planet from the Guild, Conrad Sanchez is
hardly the perfect match for a Guild
A-Lister like Addison Jarvis. But from the
first moment he heard about her - another
of the Mates gestated by an unsuspecting
Guild female he knew she was his. But
when the harmless virus, which was
supposed to remove any traces of the Guild
Gene from her DNA, goes terribly wrong,
he knows the only way he can save her is
to claim her. And by doing that hell risk
creating a Super-powered Mean Girl who
might betray them all.??? Sensual
RomanceFor readers who like their love
stories to sizzle while remaining wholly
romantic??? What readers say about the
books
in
the
Scorpio
Sons
series:Interesting and different take on
shifters. Was hooked right from the start
and the story flows so wonderfully I was
halfway through the book before I knew it.
M I believe this is the first book Ive read
by this author and I loved it, this book is
different, I loved the whole idea and the
characters and the story, its a fantastic read
and I cant wait for the next one. Deborah
Loved this book. Had a fantastic original
story, along with hot steamy scenes. I cant
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wait to read the next. Not a cliff. I will
reread this book. Karen from NHSo, this
was a very different shifter romance than I
am used to. Its almost like an even balance
of human and shifter and the author did an
excellent job making this realistic enough
to believe. SnowbunnyScroll up and join
the adventure today.
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